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‘A melting pot of strategies’
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T

he absolute return sector is
a wonderful melting pot of
investment strategies. It has
caused little surprise to see
the strong growth of the sector, as asset
allocators and direct investors alike seek
diversified returns in this uncertain
market environment.
The diversity of approaches taken by
managers within the sector is one of its
key strengths. Undeniably, the sector’s
somewhat opaque name also leads to
confusion about precisely what each
strategy is trying to achieve, and how
they go about it.
We broadly think about the sector
as a collection of three sub-sectors:
quantitative/systematic, alternative,
and traditional. At Latitude Investment
Management, we sit firmly in the last
category.
Many funds deploy quantitative
or systematic strategies, often using
a long-short equity or relative value
approach to time markets and generate
returns for investors. The benefit is a
lower correlation to major asset classes,
although the potential for miscalculating
risk can lead to sharp drawdowns.
Moreover, these strategies involve
frequent trading and portfolio turnover,
adding cost and increasing the
likelihood that past performance will not
be replicable.
These strategies often also involve
leverage and options, both of which cost
investors through time, and these costs
are hidden from the ongoing charge
figures used to compare fund charges.
Then, there are those funds using
alternative assets to increase returns for
their clients. The opportunity to do so
has increased dramatically as financial
engineers have opened up investments
in aircraft leasing, music royalties,
catastrophe insurance and more. While
these investments offer appealing
headline returns, we doubt they will
truly diversify a portfolio through the
cycle and expect many to have simply
benefitted from generally rising markets
and falling interest rates, which has
repriced the cost of risk. Moreover, these
strategies can be highly illiquid and,
despite recent headlines, illiquidity is
one of the most underappreciated risks
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